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      aving found a new land where they 
hope the Matoran will be safe from 
harm, the Toa Metru have returned 
to Metru Nui to save the rest of the 
population. But they have come back to 
a city radically changed, and for the 
worse – darkness and strange webs 
shroud the buildings, an earthquake 
has badly damaged large areas, and 
bizarre creatures are visible moving in 
the mist. Worse, the Archives have been 
shattered, freeing every Rahi inside to 
roam the city.

Despite all this, Toa Vakama remains 
confi dent that his team can rescue 
the sleeping Matoran from beneath 
the Coliseum and get them out of the 
city. After all, they are Toa! They have 
defeated Makuta, Dark Hunters, Vahki, 
and the Morbuzakh. There is nothing in 
this city of shadows that could harm 
them …

Or is there?
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Every 2005 BIONICLE set includes a Rhotuka spinner you can launch! Pull the rip-cord 

Every 2005 BIONICLE set includes a Rhotuka spinner you can launch! Pull the rip-cord 

to send the spinner fl ying as far as 50 feet into the air. You can use your spinners for 

to send the spinner fl ying as far as 50 feet into the air. You can use your spinners for 

BIONICLE action, as the Toa Hordika challenge the Visorak hordes – or take on your 

BIONICLE action, as the Toa Hordika challenge the Visorak hordes – or take on your 

friends in Rhotuka spinner competitions

friends in Rhotuka spinner competitions!!

Rhotuka Distance Derby

Rhotuka Distance Derby

See who can make their spinner go the 

See who can make their spinner go the 

farthest. Take turns launching your

farthest. Take turns launching your

Rhotuka and mark off where each one 

Rhotuka and mark off where each one 

lands, using a BIONICLE mask, a coin, or 

lands, using a BIONICLE mask, a coin, or 

anything else you might have on hand. Each 

anything else you might have on hand. Each 

player gets three chances. The one whose 

player gets three chances. The one whose 

spinner fl ies the farthest wins!

spinner fl ies the farthest wins!

Rhotuka Target Challenge

Rhotuka Target Challenge

Choose a target, such as a tree, a dartboard, or 

Choose a target, such as a tree, a dartboard, or 

anything else you think might work. Both players 

anything else you think might work. Both players 

stand the same distance away from the target and 

stand the same distance away from the target and 

take turns launching their spinners. Each player 

take turns launching their spinners. Each player 

gets fi ve chances. The one who hits the target most 

gets fi ve chances. The one who hits the target most 

often wins.
often wins.

Rhotuka “Horse”

Rhotuka “Horse”

Set up the same way as Rhotuka Target

Set up the same way as Rhotuka Target

Challenge, but on each turn, the player must 

Challenge, but on each turn, the player must 

launch from a different spot. The fi rst player to 

launch from a different spot. The fi rst player to 

hit the target from all fi ve spots wins.

hit the target from all fi ve spots wins.
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Bonus Material Not Rated or Closed 
Captioned

Must-See Secrets Revealed!
You asked, we answered! Thousands of BIONICLE® 
fans from around the world submitted questions online. Now, 
the BIONICLE® team answers some of the most intriguing 
questions in THE LEGEND REVEALED bonus feature–
exclusive to this DVD! Find out how Kanohi Masks are made, 
what would happen if the powers of the 6 great discs were 
combined, when other BIONICLE® islands might be revealed 
and more in this exciting feature.

OTHER DVD BONUS 
FEATURES INCLUDE:

Making Of BIONICLE® 2: LEGENDS OF METRU NUI –Go 
even deeper into the fantastic world of BIONICLE®. 

Metru Nui Explorer–Access information about the 
characters and the locations in which they live.

Go behind the scenes

Hear insider information about 
the world of BIONICLE®

Meet the film’s creators

Learn fun facts about 
your favorite characters



RAHAGA
IRUINI

Snag Spinner
Attaches to his target and tangles 

its legs in an energy net.

RAHAGA
GAAKI

Floater Spinner
Adheres to her target and forces it 

to the surface of the water.

RAHAGA
NORIK

Snare Spinner
Wraps up target in ropes of energy.

RAHAGA
KUALUS

Boomerang Spinner
Attaches to his target and the car-

ries it back to him.

RAHAGA
BOMONGA
Silent Spinner

Flies noiselessly and paralyzes 
whatever it attaches to.

RAHAGA
POUKS

Bolo Spinner
Flies low to the ground and knocks 
the legs out from under the target.

TOA HORDIKA 
VAKAMA
Fire Spinner

Can be charged up using
blazer claws.

TOA HORDIKA
NOKAMA
Water Spinner
Can be charged

up using fi n barbs.

TOA HORDIKA 
NUJU

Ice Spinner
Can be charged up using

Hordika teeth.

TOA HORDIKA 
ONEWA

Stone Spinner
Can be charged up using

claw clubs.

TOA HORDIKA 
WHENUA
Earth Spinner

Can be charged up using
thumpers.

TOA HORDIKA 
MATAU
Air Spinner

Can be charged up using
fang blades.
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